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Industry advice and best practice

Dedicated Covid section on 
the BESA website has regular 
updates:
https://www.thebesa.com/co
vid19/besa-covid19-
guidance/

This specific document can be 
found here:
https://www.thebesa.com/m
edia/1409126/vg002-final-
october-2020.pdf

https://www.thebesa.com/covid19/besa-covid19-guidance/
https://www.thebesa.com/media/1409126/vg002-final-october-2020.pdf


Risk of viral spread – transmission mitigation

A typical public space such as a bar can 
be shown to expose a high number of 

fellow patrons if an infected 
asymptomatic person is present 

If no mitigating measures are taken…..
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Risk of viral spread – transmission mitigation

That same bar with good ventilation 
being introduced that will dilute the viral 
load and massively reduce the exposure 
of the patrons will see a huge reduction 

on passive infection rates.
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Risk of viral spread – transmission mitigation

When we look at the 
discharge air flow direction of 

a typical AC or ventilation 
system we can see it is critical 
that we do not seat people in 

a direct line from the air 
throw pattern to remove risk 
of direct viral exposure from 

an infected, and possibly 
asymptomatic, person.

Non- infected patrons being exposed by 
direct air throw off an AC unit

Infected patron



Risk of viral spread – transmission mitigation

Patrons being exposed to contaminated air being drawn back to a return grille

The movement of air being drawn into a 
return or exhaust grill will draw infected 
particles that are still airborne back past 

other people in the occupied space, 
thereby exposing them to contaminated 
particles and possibly infecting them as 

well.

The lower humidity levels will allow the 
lighter particles to remain airborne for 
longer and increase this risk of passive 
infection at return or exhaust grilles.
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Thank you
Any questions?


